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Introductory Remarks 

The Tibetan collections held by the Toyo Bunko include several tens of 
printed line drawings of Lamaistic icons. These are religious. pictures called 
tshag-ris or tshag-par shal-than in Tibetan. These pictures were collected by 
the late Reverend Tokan TADA ~EB~fl (1890-1967) first during his sojourn 
in Tibet (1913-1923) and later during his travels in Manchuria in the nine
teen thirties. More than half of the tshag-ris collected in Manchuria were 
printed in the Beyise-yin siime Monastery(1) of Abagha Banner, Inner 
Mongolia. 

Tshag-ris) in the same way as than-kha) are used as an aid to contem
plation, for invoking the holy force within oneself, as, well as being objects 
of worship. The contents. of the tshag-ris collected by the Reverend TADA 
(alias Thub-bstan rgya-mtsho) are so miscellaneous and diverse that it seems 
that they were not collected systematically, but were presented to him by 
fa.mas with whom he came into contact in Tibet and Manchuria. The only 
difference between tshag-ris and than-kha is that the former are printed line 
drawings while the latter are paintings. There is no difference whatsoever as 
far as. their iconometry or use are concerned. (2 ) It is evident that tshag-ris 
developed simultaneously with the spread of than-kha and the development 
of the art of wood-block printing, but as is clear from the publication sK.u
brfian brgya-phrag gsum, tshag-ris became popular from the 18th century on
wards in the countries under the influence of Lamaism. While arranging the 
tshag-ris, I have taken care to identify the original site of the xylograph and 

(I) For the Beyise-yin Silme Monastery, see Gajin NAGAO :fltJiJ1tA, Mako Gakumon-ji ~"ti"' 
~FP~~ (Lamaistic College-monasteries in Inner Mongolia), Kyoto, 1947, pp. 84-117. It 
gives description of a temple attached to Apa-ka Pei-tzii-miao 1$JE.~ffel -=f.fim called Hsi
miao glf.fim (alias bSod-nams kun-sdud gliri), which possesses a repository for blocks of 
tshag-ris. 

( 2) On the source materials of iconometry and the evolution of Tibetan religious pictures, 
G. Tucci has published his Tibetan Painted Scrolls, Vol. I, Roma 1949. 
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have referred to the sKu-brnan brgya-phrag gsum(3) for the identification of 

the icons. 
These tshag-ris are classified as follows: (I) Buddhas and Tathagatas, (II) 
Bodhisattvas and Deities, (III) Mahasiddhas and Gurus, (IV) Tshogs-sin and 

Tshogs-shin, (V) Ma?J,ef,alas, (VI) Miscellaneous. 

(I) Buddhas and Tathagatas 

No. I. 1) sTon-pa Grori-khyer-ma 2) 25.5x21.5 cm 3) Line drawing 
printed by wood-block in black ink on yellow paper. 4) Printed at the bSod

nams kun-sdud-gli:ti Temple, Beyise-yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, 

Inner Mongolia. 
This illustration depicts in the centre a standing Buddha, with his right 

hand in the gesture of abhaya symbolizing his mercy and protection, and his 

left hand in the gesture of varada symbolizing his acceptance of a being's 
supplication. The Buddha is seen accompanied by his two foremost disciples, 

Sariputra and Maudgalyayana. At the top of the illustration Tso:ti-kha-pa 
(1357-1419), the founder of dGe-lugs-pa sect, is portrayed with his two ablest 
disciples, rGyal-tshab Dar-ma rin-chen (1364-1432) and mKhas-grub dGe-legs 
dpal-bza:ti-po (1385-1438). 

No. 2. 1) Jo-bo Mi-bsky,od rdo-rje 2) 31 X22 cm 3) Line drawing printed 
by wood-block in black ink on yellow paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams 
kun-sdud-gliri Temple, Beyise-yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner 

Mongolia. 
This illustration represents Mi-bskyod rdo-rje (Ak~obhyavajra), one of the 

five meditative or celestial Buddhas, decorated with nor-bul)i phre:ti-ba which 

means a rosary of gems symbolizing the spiritual ornaments of Buddha. 

Ak~obhyavajra is seen sitting in the lotus posture (nya~Idat-parya:tikam
abhujya) on a lotus pedestal of which the vahana is supported by two snow 
lions, with his right hand showing the mudra of bhiimisparsa symbolizing 
preaching the dharma. At the bottom of the illustration there is a supplica

tion in verse as follows: jo bo mi bskyod rdo rje yi/ 1)-dra ris srid shil)i 1)-jigs 

skyob }:tdi/ bsod nams kun sdud gli:ti mchog nas/ 1)-phrul can par bsgrubs 
dge tshogs kyis/ dmigs yul 1)-jam dpal rig 1)-dsin gyi/ sgrib bya:ti tshogs rdsogs 

byan bgrod sog/ (By the merit of this illustration produced under the auspices 
of the bSod-nams kun-sdud-glin Temple in memory of 1)-J am-dpal rig-1)-dsin, 
may the defilements accumulated throughout his life be cleansed and access 

( 3) The sKu-brnan brgya-phrag gsum (Three Hundred Icons), which was composed by Rol

pal).i rdo-rje (1717-1778) and printed in Peking from a xylograph, was introduced for 
the first time by Eugen Pander in Das Pantheon des Tschangtscha Hutuktu, Berlin, 1890. 
Then, Sergiei F. Ol'denburg also published it in the Bibliotheca Buddhica as volume 5 
in 1903. Since then it has been widely utilized by scholars for iconographical studies of 
Lamaistic pantheon. 
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to the path of liberation be gained, as this illustration of supremely en
lightened Ak~obhya can protect against any fear or danger to existence.) 

No. 3. 1) Jo-bo Ma-ha bo-dhi 2) 42x27 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 
wood-block in black ink on yellow paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun
sdud-glin Temple, Beyise-yin slime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mon
golia. 

Though this illustration is, exactly the same in composition as No. 2 with 
the exception of its size, it is known by the name of Jo-bo Mahabodhi, which 
means Supremely Englightened Lord Buddha. However, the icon represents 
Dhyani Buddha Ak~obhya. At the bottom of the illustration there is a sup
plicaion as follows: jo bo ma h~ bo dhi yi/ /q.dra ris mthon ba don ldan 
l,idi/ /bsod nams kun sdud glin mchog nas/ /J::iphrul can par du legs 
bsgrubs/ /1,idi :fiid gar bshugs sa phyogs der/ }:1.thab rtsod dbul phons nad 
la sags/ /shi shin bstan dar lus can kun/ /bde skyid dpal gyis l,itshens par 
sog/ (By the merit of this illustration of Mahabodhi produced under the 
auspices of the bSod-nams kun-sdud-glin Temple, may war, disputes, poverty, 
disease, etc. be eliminated, and in their place, may Buddhism be spread for 
the betterment of universal peace and happiness.) 

No. 4. 1) Mi-1).khrugs-pa 2) 42X27 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood
block in black ink on yellow paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud
glin Temple, Beyise-yin slime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration represents Dhyani Buddha Ak~obhya sitting in the lotus 
posture on a lotus pedestal of which the vahana is, supported by two snow 
lions, with his right hand in the mudra of bhiimisparsa and his left hand 
holding a vajra which symbolizes the vanquishment of demons. At the bot
tom there is a gsol-]:idebs (supplication in verse) as follows: mnon dga}:1.i shin 
mgon mi }:1.khrugs pa}:1.i/ /1).dra ris mthon ba don ldan }:1.di/ /dge tshul ye ses 
smon lam na.s/ /rgyu sbyor par du legs par bsgrubs/ /]:idi :fiid gar bshugs sa 
phyogs der/ /]:ithab rtsod dbul phons nad la sogs/ /shi shin bstan dar lus 
can kun/ /bde skyid dpal gyis }:1.,tshens par sog/ (By the merit of this quality 
illustration of the Transcendental Lord of Heaven called Ak~obhya produced 
under the guidance of novice monk Ye-ses smon-lam, may war, disputes, 
poverty, disease, etc. be eliminated, and in their place, may Buddhism spread 
for the betterment of universal peace and happiness.) 

No. 5. I) Mi-1).khrugs-pa 2) 42x27 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood
block in black ink on yellow paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud
glin Temple, Beyise-yin sume Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration is the same as No. 4. 

No. 6. I) sMan-bla 2) 42x27 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood-block 
in black ink on yellow paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud-glin 
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Temple, Beyise-yin silme Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration represents sMan-bla (Bhai~ajyaguru) sitting in the lotus 

posture on a lotus throne of which the vahana is supported by two snow lions, 

with his left hand holding a myrobalan bowl and his right hand making the 

gesture of varada symbolizing his. charity towards all beings. At the bottom 

there is a gsol-1:).debs (supplication) as follows: bde gsegs sman pa]:ii rgyal po 

yi/ /1:).dra ris mthon ba don ldan 1:).di/ /dge slori. ye ses zla ba nas/ rgyu sbyor 

par du legs par bsgrubs/ /J::idi fiid gar bshugs sa phyogs der/ /1:).thab rtsod 

dbul phons natl la sogs/ /shi shin bstan dar lus can kun/ /bde skyid dpal 

gyis }:itsheri.s par sog/ (By the merit of this quality illustration of the Tran

scendental King of Medicine produced under the guidance of the ordained 
monk Ye-ses zla-ba, may war, disputes, pov.erty, disease, etc. be eliminated, 

and in their place, may Buddhism be spread for the betterment of universal 

peace and happiness.) This figure of sMan-bla corresponds to icon No. 142 

in the sK u-briian brgya-phrag gsum (Three Hundred Icons). 

No. 7. 1) sMan-bla mched-bdun 2) 41 X 30 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 
wood-block in black ink on cotton. 4) Printed at the Tshe-mchog-glin Monas
tery on the southern bank of the sK yid-chu river in front of Lhasa, Tibet. 

This illustration depicts in the centre sMan-bla (Bhai~ajyaguru, also 

called Vai9-iiryaprabharaja), the chief of the sMan-bla bde-gsegs-brgyad (eight 
healing Buddhas), sitting in the lotus posture on a lotus pedestal of which the 

vahana is supported by two snow lions. He holds in his left hand, which is 
resting on his lap, a rnyrobalan bowl and his right hand is making the gesture 
of varada symbolizing his charity. Bhai~ajyaguru is a very familiar figure and 
the cult is extremely popular in the Lamaist area. In this illustration Bhai

~ajyaguru is represented surrounded by other seven healing Buddhas, sGrol

dkar (Sitatara) and sGrol-ljan (Syamatara). In addition, in the upper part, 

Tson-kha-pa (1357-1419) is depicted with 1:).Jam-dpal (Mafijusri) and Byams-pa 
(Maitreya). 

No. 8. 1) 1:).0d-dpag-med gtso-1:).khor-gsum 2) 65x45 cm 3) Line drawing 
printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the Shi-khro 

Iha-khan Temple near the gYu-thog Bridge in Lhasa, Tibet. 

In the centre of the illustration 1:).0d-dpag-med (Amitabha, one of the 
five Dhyani Buddhas) is depicted with sPyan-ras-gzigs (Avalokitesvara) and 

mThu-chen-thob (Mahasthamaprapta). Amitabha is seen sitting in the lotus 
posture on a lotus pedestal, with both his hands resting on his lap, palms 

upwards. Below the Amitabha, Dipankarasrijfiana, also known as Atisa (982-. 

1054), is portrayed with sGrol-dkar (Sitatara) and sGrol-ljan Syamatara). This 
outstanding personality of the great convent of Vikramasila was invited to 
Tibet by the Lama-king Byan-chub-1).od of the kingdom of Gu-ge. He 

remained in Tibet extensively preaching the doctrine in the province of dBus· 
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until he passed away at sNe-than in 1054., The school of Buddhism founded 
by him and developed afterwards, is known under the name of bKaJ.:i.-gdams-pa 
and lays stress upon severe discipline in the monasteries. 

No. 9. 1) J.:i.Od-dpag-med 2) Printed area is about 29x24 cm in size, not 
framed. 3) Line drawing printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) 
Printed in Nepal, the place unidentified. 

This illustration represents the Dhyani Buddha Amitabha sitting in the 
lotus posture on a lotus throne. It is obvious that the block from which this 
print was made is a very recent one. 

No. 10-A. I) Tshe-dpag-med 2) 37 X 22 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 
wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at Lhasa, the place un
identified. 

This illustration depicts Tshe-dpag-med (Amitayus) in the lotus posture 
on a lotus throne, holding a vase filled with the nectar of gems, with both 
his hands making the mudra of samadhi, his palms upwards and two thumbs 
joined. Amitayus is regarded, according to Tibetan Buddhism, as the mani
festation of the Dhyani Buddha Amitabha, and on the basis of the IJ,Phags-pa 
tshe dan ye-ses dpag-tu-med-pa shes-bya-ba theg-pa chen-pol;,i mdo) he is be
lieved to be the Buddha who bestows long life upon those who request it. 
The dhara:r:i.is based upon the sutra mentioned above are familiar in Tibet. 

No. 10-B. 1) Tshe-dpag-med 2) Printed area is about ISx 14.5 cm in size, 
not framed. 3) Line drawing printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 
4) Printed in Inner Mongolia, the place unidentified. 

This illustration portrays Tshe-dpag-med (Amitayus) seated on a lotus 
throne in the lotus posture. Amitayus is seen holding in his hands, which are 
resting on his lap, a vase filled with triratna symbolizing Buddha, Dharma and 
Sangha. The figure of Tshe-dpag-med corresponds to icon No. 82 in the sKu
brnan brgya-phrag gsum. 

No. 11. 1) Tshe-lha rnam-gsum 2) 12X 19 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 
wood-block in red ink on paper. 4) Printed in Peking, the place unidentified. 

This illustration depicts Tshe-dpag-med (Amitayus) in the centre, sym
bolizing immortality, on the left sGrol-dkar (Sitatara) who saves all beings 
from transmigratory existence, and on the right rNam-rgyal-ma (Vijaya) who 
is portrayed as possessing three faces and eight arms. In one of her right 
hands the Goddess rNam-rgyal-ma holds an image of the Dhyani Buddha 
Amitabha, and from her left hand hangs cords to which are attached the 
mystical syllable hri. All the three images called Tshe-lha rnam-gsum mean 
the three divinities of long life which are familiar in Tibet. The spherical 
figures are believed to be pills of long life. Each of these five pills possesses 
the certain power to prolong the life in five principles in order to accomplish 
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the five transcendental virtues [sbyin-pa (dana), tshul-khrims (sila), bzod-pa 
(k~anti), brtson-1,igrus (virya) and bsam-gtan (dhyana)]. 

No. 12. 1) lTmi-bsags lha-so-lila 2) 64x43 cm 3) Painting on cotton. 4) 
Painted by an artist of the gShi-ka-rtse school, the name unwritten. 

This painting represents the thirty-five Buddhas of the forgiveness of all 
sins. In the painting, around the central figure of Buddha Sakyamuni are 
grouped thirty-four Buddhas, all sitting in the lotus posture on a lotus throne. 
Buddha Sakyamuni presides, over the other Buddhas of confession and dis
plays the mudra of bhiimisparsa. The thirty-five Buddhas are benefactors to 
whom most beings confess the sins, accumulated throughout their lives and 
whose protection and guidance they seek in order to cleanse all their defile
ments. They do this by re_citing the names of these Buddhas with a colloca
tion of apologetic words, while they embark on a long course of bodily 
prostration either around the temple or in any sacred area reserved for puri
fication. The names of the thirty-five Buddhas are: 1. Sa-kya thub-pa (Sakya
muni), 2·. rDo-rje sfiiri-po (Vajragarbha), 3. Rin-chen l,iod-l:1.phro (Ratnarcis), 
4. kLu-dbari-gi rgyal-po (Nagesvararaja), 5. dPal,i-po]:i.i sde (Virasena), 6. dPal
dgyes (Viranandin): 7. Rin-chen-me (Ratnagni), 8. Rin-chen zla-1,iod (Ratna
candraprabha), 9. mThori-ba don-yod (Amoghadarsin), 10. Rin-chen zla-ba 
(Ratnacandra), 11. Dri-rna med-pa (Vimala), 12. dPal-sbyin (Suradatta), 13. 
rGyal-ba tsharis-pa (Brahman), 14. Tshails-pa sbyin (Brahmadatta), 15. Chu
Iha (Varuna), 16. Chu-lhal,ii lha (Varunadeva), 17. dPal-bza:ti (Bhadrasri), 18. 
Tsan-ldan-dpal (Candrasri), 19. gZi-brjid mthal,i-yas (Anantaujas), 20. J::iOd
dpal (Prabhasasri), 21. Mya-rian med-pal,ii dpal (Asokasri), 22. Sred-med-kyi 
bu (Narayana), 23. Me-tog dpal (Kusumasri), 24. Tsharis-pal,ii -9-od-zer (Brah
majyotis), 25. Pad-mal,ii J::iod-zer (Padmajyotis), 26. Nor-dpal (Dhanasri), 27. 
Dran-pal,ii-dpal (Smritisri), 28. mTshan-dpal yoris-sgrags (Parikirtitanamasri), 
29. dBari-pol,ii tog-gi rgyal-mtshan (Indraketudhvaja), 30. Sin-tu rnam-par 
gnon-pa (Suvikranta), 31. gYul-las rgyal-ba (Yuddhajaya), 32. rNam-par gnon
pa (Vikranta), 33. Kun-nas snari-ba (Samantavabhasa), 34. Ri-dbail-gi rgyal-po 
(Sailendraraja), 35. Rin-chen pad-ma (Ratnapadma). Tsori-kha-pa (1357-1419) 
wrote about these thirty-five Buddhas and gave detailed descriptions of each 
of them in his Sans-rgyas so-lna~i mnon-rtogs dan lha-sku~i phyag-tshad (Ex
planation of thirty-five Buddhabhisamaya and their iconographical details). 

No. 13. 1) lTuri-bsags Iha-so-Ina 2) 47x36 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 
wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at a temple in Lhasa, Tibet, 
the place unidentified. 

This illustration depicts the thirty-five Buddhas of the forgiveness of all 
sins together with the so-called seven Buddhas, i.e. Vipasyin, Sikhin, Visvabhu, 
Krakucchanda, Kanakamuni, Kasyapa and Sakyamuni. These seven Buddhas 
are portrayed in the upper part of the illustration with Sakyamuni in the 
centre. 
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(II) Bodhisattvas and Deities 

No. 14. 1) sPyan-ras-gzigs bcu-gcig-shal 2) 36X23 cm 3) Line drawing 
printed by wood-block in black ink on yellow paper. 4) Printed at the bSod
nams kun-sdud-gliri. Temple, Beyise-yin slime Monastery, Abagha Banner, In
ner Mongolia. 

This illustration depicts. sPyan-ras-gzigs bcu-gcig-shal (Ekadasamukha 
Avalokitesvara), one of the manifestations of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva who 
is believed to have emanated from his spiritual father, the Dhyani Buddha 
Amitabha, rendered selfless service for the benefit of sentient beings, and 
refused to attain Buddhahood until all suffering creatures are established on 
the path towards higher consciousness. Ekadasamukha Avalokitesvara is 
represented as standing on a lotus pedestal, with eleven faces and two hands 
folded upwards in the form of the mudra of namaskara to show his unique 
respect towards sentient beings, and his right lowest hand in the form of the 
mudra of varada to show his mercy towards all beings. Symbols held in his 
other hands are padma, ma.la, sara, cakra, ea.pa and kalasa. His eleven faces 
symbolize shi-rgyas dbari-drag which means four super powers that eliminate 
the various sufferings of beings who exist in all the six realms. The figure 
of Ekadasamukha Avalokitesvara corresponds to icon No. 95 of the sKu-brnan 
brgya-phrag gsum. 

No. 15. 1) sPyan-ras-gzigs bcu-gcig-pa 2) Printed area is about 75 X 53 cm, 
not framed. 3) Line drawing printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 
4) Printed in Nepal, the place unidentified. 

This illustration represents Ekadasamukha Avalokitesvara accompanied 
by what are known as the Six Crowns of Wisdom (i.e. Nagarjuna, .Aryadeva, 
Asariga, Vasubandhu, Dignaga and Dharmakirti). Each is portrayed as resem
bling the standing Buddha, but each carries one of the six symbolic religious 
instruments. 

No. 16. I) sPyan-ras-gzigs phyag-bshi-pa 2) Printed area is about 26X.22 cm, 
not framed. 3) Line drawing printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 
4) Printed in Nepal, the place unidentified. 

This illustration portrays sPyan-ras-gzigs phyag-bshi-pa (Caturbhuja 
Avalokitesvara), who is seen seated on a padmasana in the lotus posture, his 
palms folded upwards to form the mudra of namaskara in order to show his 
respect towards all sentient beings. His other right hand holds. a ma.la· and 
one of his two left hands a padma, both of which are the symbols of Avaloki
tesvara Bodhisattva. In the sKu-brfian brgya-phrag gsum, the figure of Catur
bhuja Avalokitesvara is found as icon No. 89. 

No. 17. I) sPyan-ras-gzigs don-yod-shags-pa 2) 33x25 cm 3) Line drawing 
printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams 
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kun-sdud-glin Temple, Beyise-yin slime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner 

Mongolia. 

This illustration represents sPyan-ras-gzigs don-yod-shags-pa (Amoghapasa 

Avalokitesvara), who is seen seated in the lotus posture on a lotus pedestal, 

with three faces and four hands. According to the Don-yod-paf;,i shag-paly,i 

cho-ga shib-mof;,i rgyal-po) this Bodhisattva is regarded as. one of the six mani

festations of Avalokitesvara and saves all suffering beings from transmigration. 

This figure of Amoghapasa corresponds to icon No. 96 in the sKu-brnan brgya

phrag gsum. At the bottom of the illustration there is a collocation of sup

plication, which reads as follows: l}.phags mchog don yod shags palµ bris sku 

l}.di/ /mthori ba tsam gyis 1).jigs brgyad mtshams med Ina/ /chos spori saris 

rgyas byan sems smod pa dan/ /dmyal ba yi dvags dud l}.groJ::ii skye gnas su/ 

/mi skye Iha mil}.i rten bzan rim brgyud nas/ /sgrib dag 1).phags palp. shal 

mthon bde ldan du/ /skye gsuns bden pal}.i gsun la yid rton nas/ /1:_iphags 

mchog blo gsal dad pas par du bshens/ dge J::idis rgyud las gari gsuns. phan 

yon rnams/ /bdag la mnon du l}.gyur bar byin gyis rlobs/ (The instant one 

obtains the opportunity to look upon this excellent image of Amoghapasa, 

one will be protected from the eight destructive natures, the five cardinal sins, 

whatsoever one had acquired by accusing or disgracing the Buddhas and 

Bodhisattvas or abandoning the dharma, as well as from falling into the tor

ments of hell or into the animal realm. I produce this block print in order 

to cleanse my defilements and to enable me to attain a rebirth as a human 

being so that I can achieve my goal of being enlightened.) 

No. 18. 1) sPyan-ras-gzigs don-yod-shags-pa 2) 45 X 33.5 cm 3) Line draw

tng printed by wood-block in red ink on paper. 4) Printed in Peking, the 

place unidentified. 
This illustration also represents sPyan-ras-gzigs don-yod-shags-pa (Amo

ghapasa Avalokitesvara) with three faces and four arms, sitting in the lotus 

posture on a lotus pedestal. Symbols held in his hands are the pasa and the 

trisula. At the bottom of the illustration there is a collocation of supplication, 

which reads as follows: don shags rgyud las gsun bal}.i bris sku J:_idi/ /mthon 

tsam gyis kyan dmyal chen brgyad dan ni/ /J::ijigs chen brgyad dari mtshams 

med Ina byed pa/ /de yari sdug bsnal dag las thar par }J.gyur/ /chos spon 

sans rgyas byan sems smod pa sogs/ /sgrib kun dag cin l}.chi tshe J;iphags pa 

yi/ /shal mthon dbugs lJ.byin bde can shin khams su/ /skye sogs phan yon 

dpag med rgyud las gsuns/ (This illustration of Amoghapasa is represented 

in accordance with the Don-yod-shags-paf;,i-rgyud as, indicating that all the 

serious crimes one had committed will be voided, whatsoever one had acquired 

by accusing or disgracing the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas or abandoning the 

dharma; and one will be protected from the eight destructive natures, the five 

cardinal sins and the eight tormentuous realms of hell.) " 
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No. 19. I) Lho-phyogs-kyi rgya-mtshol,ii-nari-gi po-ta-lar-bshugs sPyan-ras-gzigs 
2) 40x27 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 
4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud-glin Temple, Beyise-yin siime Monastery, 
Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration depicts a Chinese style Dhyani Bodhisattva Avalokites
vara, who, according to the Sa1is-rgyas phal-po-cheJ dwelt on Potala on a 
southern island and was visited by Sudhana~sre~,thi-daraka. The figure of this 
Avalokitesvara is not contained in any of the Tibetan iconographic texts. At 
the bottom of the illustration there is a collocation of supplication, which 
reads as follows: nari hes po ta la yi bkod pa l).di/ /ri mor bris nas mal'1 por 
spel bal).i dges/ /bdag gshan J::tgro kun J::tphags par rjes, bzmi nas/ /Il1;gon 
del).i shal mthori gsm:i thos dbyuri sog/ (By the merit of disseminating this 
invaluable icon of Avalokitesvara who resides on Potala on a southern island, 
may the sentient beings be blessed to obtain the opportunity to see the face 
of this transcendental being and hear his teaching.) 

No. 20. 1) sPyan-ras-gzigs mig-1:ibyed 2) 21 X 13.5 cm 3) Line drawing 
printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams 
kun-sdud-gliri Temple, Beyise-yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner 
Mongolia. 

This illustration represents a standing Avalokitesvara on a lotus pedestal, 
with his two hands holding in front of his breast a bowl filled with nectar. 
The lotus pedestal on which Avalokitesvara stands is depicted as an island 
in a lake or ocean. At the bottom of the illustration there is a collocation of 
supplication, which reads as follows: bde ldan shin mgon byin mthu yis/ 
/bde nas bde bar bgrod pa dari/ /bde ba can du skyes nas kya:ri/ /bde chen 
mgon po mfies byed sog/ (By the supreme grace of Avalokitesvara, may all 
sentient beings not only be liberated and delivered to paradise, but also be 
blessed to achieve the goal to the extent that may please the Lord of Bound
less Compassion.) This style of Avalokitesvara is found neither in the sKu

briian brgya-phrag gsum nor in other Tibetan iconographical texts; 

No. 21. 1) sPyan-ras-gzigs phyag-bshi-pa (middle), l).Jam-paJ::ti-dbyans (left), 
Phyag-rdor gtum-chmi (right) 2) 42 X 59 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 
wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed in Tibet, the place unidentified. 

The middle part of this illustration represents sPyan-ras-gzigs phyag-bshi
pa (Caturbhuja Avalokitesvara) sitting in the lotus posture on a lotus pedestal, 
with his two hands forming the mudra of namaskara which shows his unique 
respect towards all sentient beings; the other two hanq.s hold a rosary of 
jewels and a lotus flower by its stem, respectively. This image corresponds to 
icon No. 89 in the sK u-briian brgya-phrag gsum. Below A valoki tesvara, his 
mantra, 'orh mal_li padme hiirh', is written in Tibetan script in six syllables. 

l).Jam-paJ::ti-dbyans (Mafijugho~a) is represented on the left, sitting in the 
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lotus posture on a lotus pedestal. Mafijugh~a holds in his left hand a volume 
of sutras symbolizing wisdom and in his right hand a sword symbolizing the 
eradication of ignorance. Below the figure of Maiijugho~a, his mantra, 'oril 
vagisvari maiil', is written in Tibetan script in six syllables. This image cor
responds to icon No. 145 in the sK u-brnan brgya-phrag gsum. 

On the right, Phyag-rdor gtum-churi (AlpacaI,lqa VajrapaI,li), the wrath
ful figure of VajrapaI,li, one of the most powerful Tantric deities, is, portrayed. 
He is seen holding in his right hand a vajra and wearing a rosary of human 
skulls around his neck. This image corresponds to icon No. 169 in the sKu
brnan brgya-phrag gsum. Below VajrapaI,li, his mantra, 'oril vajrapal,li hum 
phat', is written in Tibetan script in six syllables. 

At the bottom of the illustration a number of different Tantric spells 
are written in dedication to other Tantric deities. 

No. 22. 1) }:iJam-dbyans, dkar-po 2) 57x39.5 cm 3) Line drawing printed 
by wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed in Tibet, the place un
identified. 

This illustration. represents in the centre l).Jam-dbyans dkar-po (Sita 
Mafi.jugho~a) sitting in the lotus posture on a lotus pedestal, with his right 
hand forming the mudra of varada and his left hand that of vitarka. In the 
upper part of the illustration Tson-kha-pa (1357-1419), the founder of the 
dGe-lugs-pa sect, is depicted accompanied by two Bodhisattvas, Avalokitesvara 
and Mafijusri. In the middle of the illustration the central figure of Sita 
Mafijugho~a is portrayed accompanied by sGrol-dkar (Sita Tara) and sGrol~ 
ljan (Syama Tara). In the lower part of the illustration dByaris-can-ma 
(Sarasvati) is represented accompanied by Phyag-rdor gtum-chun. (Alpacaw;la 
VajrapaJJi) and dMag-zor-ma (Parvati); the three are regarded as protectors 
of Buddhism. 

No. 23. I) l.iJam-dbyans dkar-po 2) 15x 13.5 cm 3) Line drawing printed 
by wood-block in red ink on paper. 4) Printed in Peking, the place un
identified. 

This illustration represents l:J_ J am-dbyaris dkar-po (Sita Mafijugho~a) sit
ting in the lotus posture on a lotus pedestal, with his left hand forming the 
mudra of vitarka and his right hand that of varada. On the upper left is 
depicted a flaming sword within a lotus flower with stem, symbolizing the 
eradication of ignorance, and on the upper right is depicted a volume of siitras 
symbolizing wisdom. The figure of Sita Mafijugho~a corresponds to icon No. 
91 in the sKu-brnan brgya-phrag gsum. 

No. 24. I) l).Jam-dbyaris smra-seri 2) 30X 19 cm 3) Line drawing printed 
by wood-block in red ink on silk. 4) Printed at a temple, Wu-t'ai-shan, Shan
hsi Province, China. 
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This illustration depicts 1:,i.Jam-dbyans smra-seri. (Vadisirµha Mafijugho~a) 

sitting in the lalitasana posture on a lotus pedestal which rests upon the back 

of a roaring snow lion, symbolizing the Lord of Excellent Speech. 1:,i.J am

dbyans smra-seri shows the mudra of dharmacakra pravartana symbolizing 

preaching the dharma. On his left is a flaming sword on a lotus flower with 

stem, and on his right a volume of sutras on a lotus flower with stem, as we 

find in any of Mafijugho~a's icons. This figure corresponds to icon No. 92 in 

the sKu-brnan brgya-phrag gsum with slight variations. In icon No. 92 sword 

and book are absent. 

No. 25. 1) gDugs-dkar 2) 41X33 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood

block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud-glin 

Temple, Beyise-yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration depicts gDugs-dkar (Sitatapatra) sitting on a lotus pedes

tal in the lotus posture, holding in her left hand the white parasol symbolizing 

absolute invincibility and with which this female Bodhisattva protects sentient 

beings from all evils. Sitatapatra Bodhisattva is familiar in Tibet through 

the De-bshin-gsegs-pa thams-~ad-kyi gtsug-tor-nas-byun-ba gdugs-dkar-po-can 

shes-bya-ba gshan-gyis mi-thub-ma phyir-zlog-palJ,i rig-snags-kyi rgyal-mo-chen

mo and the derivative dhara:t;tis. These are recited whenever people suffer 

from diseases or face other problems, since Sitatapatra Bodhisattva can elimi

nate all kinds of foes. On the top the figure of 1:,i.Od-dpag-med (Amitabha) is 

depicted. In the sKu-brnan brgya-phrag gsum Sitatapatra Bodhisattva is seen 

under icon No. 162. 

No. 26. 1) sGrol-dkar 2) 34x22 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood

block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud-gliti. 

Temple, Beyise-yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration represents sGrol-dkar (Sitatara) sitting on a lotus pedes

tal in the lotus posture; she holds in her left hand the stem of a lotus flower 

and with her right hand forms the mudra of varada. This female Bodhisattva 

is portrayed as having seven eyes, one in her forehead, two in her palms and 

two in the soles of her feet. These are supplementary eyes of mercy which 

enable sGrol-dkar to see and save all the suffering beings, from misery in the 

six realms, i.e. naraka, preta, tiryagyoni, asura, manu~ya and deva. Tshe

dpag-med (Amitayus) is depicted on the top of the illustration and there is 

a memorandum at the bottom, which reads as follows: rje btsun yid bshin 

1.).khor lo yi/ /byin rlabs gzi I).bar 1:,i.dra ris I).di/ /bsod nams kun sdud gliti. 

mchog nas/ /yon sbyar gus pas par du bsgrubs/ (This xylograph of blessed 

and lustrous Yid-bshin 1:,i.khor-lo has been printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud

glin Temple.) This figure of sGrol-dkar yid-bshin-1:,i.khor-lo corresponds to icon 

No. 160 in the sKu-brnan brgya-phrag gsum. 

No. 27. 1) sGrol-dkar 2) 53 X 38 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood-block 
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in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud-glin Temple, 

Beyise-yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration depicts sGrol-dkar (Sitatara) sitting on a lotus pedestal 

in the padmasana posture. On the top, the image of Tshe-dpag-med (Ami

tayus) is portrayed. This sGrol-dkar corresponds to icon No. 160 in the sKu

brfian brgya-phrag gsum. 

No. 28. 1) sGrol-ljan 2) 35x27 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood-block 

in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud-glin Temple, 

Beyise-yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration depicts sGrol-ljan (Syamatara), the most powerful savi

our among the female Bodhisattvas, sitting on a lotus pedestal in the lalitasana 

posture; her left hand holds the stem of a lotus flower and her right hand 

forms the mudra of varada. In the sKu-brfian brgya-phrag gsum, icon No. 161, 

this sGrol-ljan is styled as Sen-ldin nags-sgrol (KhadiravaI_litara). 

No. 29. 1) J::i_Od-zer-can-ma 2) 21 X 13.5 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 

wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams kun-sdud

glin Temple, Beyise-yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This illustration depicts the Goddess J::i_Od-zer-can-ma (Marici) standing 

on a lotus pedestal resting on a cart drawn by six pigs. This Marici has three 

faces and eight arms. Marici in this illustration differs, however, from the 

figure as depicted in icon No. 163 of the sKu-briian brgya-phrag gsum in that 

she is standing on the lotus pedestal and that her left face is depicted as a 

pig-face. The Goddess Marici is believed to protect all the sentient beings 

against sickness. 

No. 30. 1) rNam-rgyal-ma 2) 32x28.5 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 

wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at a temple in Lhasa, location 

unidentified. 
This illustration depicts gTsug-tor rnam-par-rgyal-ma (U ~I_li~avi jaya). This 

goddess is depicted as possessed of three faces and eight arms, and is sitting 

in the lotus posture on a lotus pedestal. In her five hands she holds sym

bolically the image of Dhyani Buddha Amitabha, sara (arrow), capa (bow), 

vajra (thunderbolt sceptre) and patra (bowl) respectively. Vijaya is the Queen

mother of Enlightenment and is familiar in Tibet through the gTsug-tor 

rnam-par-rgyal-ma}Ji sgrub-thabs and the derivative dharaI_1is. The goddess 

corresponds to icon No. 164 in the sK u-brfian brgya-phrag gsum. 

No. 31. 1) gSan-ba J::i_dus-pa 2) 43x30 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood

block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed in Tibet, the place unidentified. 

This illustration depicts the Yab-yum representation of gSan-ba J::idus-pa 

(Guhyasamaja). Yab embraces yum with his wrists crossed at his breast and 

holds in his hands ghaI_1ta (bell) and vajra (sceptre) with the mudra of 
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vajrahumkara. Yab and yum are both six-armed and the symbols held in their 
remaining hands are cintamai:ii (flaming gems), cakra (wheel), khag.ga (sword) 
and campa (flower). Yab is portrayed sitting in the lotus posture on a lotus 
pedestal. In the upper part, from left to right, are seen Saraha with sara 
(arrow), Istadeva and Nagarjuna. According to Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub (1290-
1364) and Taranatha (b. 1575), Saraha is said to have explained to Nagarjuna 
the Tantric text of the Guhyasamiija, which became the sacred tradition 
handed down from guru to disciple throughout the following centuries. In 
the lower part of the illustration rJe Rin-po-che mgos and bLo-bzan grags-pa 
(1357-1419) are portrayed. 

No. 32. 1) rNin-thig mKhal).-1:,igro bde-chen rgyal-mo 2) 38x22.5 cm 3) Line 
drawing printed by wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at a tem
ple in Lhasa, location unidentified. 

This illustration depicts mKhal).-1:,igro (J?akii:ii) Ye-ses mtsho-rgyal, the 
sakti of guru Padmasambhava, manifesting herself in milder fierce form in 
Tantric aspect and standing on a lotus pedestal. She is wearing spiritual 
ornaments and holding a small 9-amaru (drum) made of two skulls in her 
right hand and a karttrka ( chopper) in her left hand, both symbols of Tantric 
manifestations and also of Buddhasaktis. In the background is the unextin
guishable fire nimbus symbolizing the burning up of ignorance. In the upper 
part of the illustration is depicted mKhal).-1:,igro bDe-chen rgyal-mo (Maha
sukhara jfii), the second consort of Padmasambhava, sitting in the lalitasana 
posture on a lotus pedestal and holding a khatvanga (ritual wand with vajra, 
skull, two heads and trisiila above). At the bottom there is a quotation from 
the kLon-chen snin-thig: gdod mal).i mgon po l,ijigs bral glin pa yis/ gan gi 
dgons gter klon chen sfiin thig las/ rigs bdag bla ma padma thod phren 
rtsal/ acarya gshon nul).i tshul bzan heruka/ chos dbyins. spros bral zab mo 
gzugs sku ru/ fier bshens mkhar chen ye ses mtsho rgyal shes/ 9-akihi jo mo 
bde chen rgyal mo sogs/ mchog mthun dnos grub thams cad 1).grub par mdsod/ 
sarvamangalam (1).Jigs-bral glin-pa, the Lord from eternity, who was the 
founder of kLon-chen sfiiil-thig; Padmasambhava, the enlightened being who 
is decorated with mystic ornaments of human skull beads; Acarya gShon-nul).i 
tshul-bzan who manifests himself in the Tantric Buddhist deity Heruka in 
the wrathful form; J?akii:iis Ye-ses mtsho-rgyal and bDe-chen rgyal-mo, who 
are the consorts of Padmasambhava the spiritually enlightened-the donor of 
this block-print pleads for their support in order to be able to accomplish the 
pursuits of life; and may they grant their blessing for universal peace and 
happiness.) 

No. 33. 1) rNam-sras 1).khor-lo 2) 64x49 cm 3) Line drawing printed by 
wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed in Tibet, the place unidentified. 

This illustration depicts rNam-thos-sras gser-chen (Mahasuvari:ia Vaisra
vai:ia) with the wheel of Tantric spells sitting on a roaring lion and holding 
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a dhvaja (banner) in his right hand and a nakula (ichneumon) in his left. 

Vaisraval).a is the king of gNod-sbyin (Yak~as) and guards the northern quarter. 

He is also in a way identified with Kubera, the god of wealth, but is some

times differentiated from him. The ichneumon in his left hand is, believed to 

be spitting jewels and all the spells in the wheel are for bestowing emancipa

tion from various kinds of suffering existing on this earth. The vase depicted 

in the centre of the lower part is the symbol of imperishable treasures to 

meet the needs of all beings. This figure of Vaisravai:ia corresponds to icon 

No. 263 in the sK u-brfian brgya-phrag gsum. 

No. 34. I) 1).Jigs-byed dpal,i-bo gcig-pa 2) 76x50 cm 3) Line drawing printed 

by wood-block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bLa-bran of Beyise

yin siime Monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This, illustration depicts l}.Jigs-byed dpal,i-bo gcig-pa (Ekavira Bhairava) 

with a buffalo head which is further crowned by the heads of gSin-rje (Yama) 

and Mi-bskyod-pa (Ak~obhya). This Bhairava possesses fifteen other sub-heads 

and thirty-six arms holding various kinds of symbols. Bhairava is the wrathful 

manifestation of Mafijusri, also called gSin-rje-gsed (Yamantaka) who conquers 

gSin-rje, the Lord of the Dead. In the upper part of the illustration, from 

left to right, are depicted gSan-1}.dus (Yab-yum representation of Guhyasamaja), 

rJe-bla-ma (1357-1419), Lalitavajra (I 717-1786) and l,ikhor-lo sdom-pa (Yab

yum representation of Cakrasamvara, a special form of Heruka). In the lower 

part, from left to right, are depicted rNam-sras gser-chen (Mahasuvari:ia 

Vaisravai:ia), mGon-po phyag-drug-pa (~ac;lbhuja Mahakala) and Chos-rgyal 

phyi-sgrub (Bahyasadhana Dharmaraja, a special form of Yamantaka). At the 

bottom there is a gsol-l,idebs (supplication) which reads as follows: gsan chen 

kun l}.dus bla .ma mi bskyod pa/ ma rgyud Iha yi l,ikhor bsgyur heruka/ no 

mtshar khyad chos Ina ldan I).jigs mdsad kyis/ bdag cag rnam pa kun tu byin 

gyis rlobs/ rgyal kun mkhen rab dmar ser hri yig las/ rab bymi. phud Ina 

ldan I).jam dpal dbyails/ gsin rje mthar byed rnams brjid drag pol,ii skur/ fier 

bstan khro rgyal ma hel}.i shal can Iha/ gan gi ye ses dam tshig snail brfian 

l,idir/ rtag bshugs nag phyogs gnod pas mi J::itshe bal,ii/ rdo rjel,ii go cha bdag 

la fier bskon nas/ mchog thun dnos grub bsam mod yid bshin stsol/ om 

supratiHhavajraye svaha/ bla ma yi dam bkal}. srun bcas rnams kyi/ snail 

brfian byin rlabs gzi l}.od ]:Lbar ba l,idi/ btsun pa nag dban blo bzail bstan 

rgyan gyis/ legs bskrun dge tshogs rdsogs byan thob phyir bsilo/ (The chief 

Dhyani Buddha Ak~obhya; the deity Heruka of Mother Tantra; the all-power

ful buffalo-headed Yamantaka who possesses the five excellent qualities and 

frightens all the evils continuously by various manifestations, of the red and 

yellow letters of Hri; and others such as Heruka, Lalitavajra, Tson-kha-pa, 

Mahakala and Yamantaka, etc.; may these all bless us constantly that we may 

become perfect human beings by putting all their indestructible weapons 

upon us and bestowing the pursuits of life according to our desire to achieve 
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the spiritual goal. I, the monk Nag-dban blo-bzari bstan-rgyan, have accom
plished this magnificent illustration tutelary deities so as to achieve the goal 
of bodhici tta.) 

No. 35. 1) dMag-zor-ma 2) 48.5x38 cm 3) Painting on cotton by an anony
mous artist of the sDe-dge school. 4) Painted in Tibet, the place unidentified. 

This painted scroll depicts JJ_Dod-khams dban-phyug dmag-zor-ma (Kama
dhatvisvari Parvati), the most fierce-looking female deity and one of the mani
festations of the protectress of religion. She is holding a spear in her right 
hand and sucking a heart held in her left hand. She is riding on a super
natural horse in order to fly in the clouds over a mountain which is inhabited 
by some mystic animals. Underneath, there are three other wrathful-looking 
demons with various symbolical instruments and snakes which stand for the 
innate poisons existing in all the living beings such as JJ_dod-chags (love or 
lust originating in objects that fascinate the mind), she-sdan (anger as a poison 
of the mind which embitters everything that would otherwise be charming) 
and na-rgyal (pride originating from an inordinate sense of one's own attain
ments.) 

No. 36. I) dMag-zor-ma 2) 56x47 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood
block in black ink on cotton. 4) Printed at the mKhar-rdo Hermitage situated 
on the hill behind the Se-ra Monastery, Tibet. 

This illustration depicts in the centre JJ_Dod-khams dban-phyug dmag
zor-ma (Kamadhatvisvari Parvati) as, the chief figure. She is riding on a super
natural flying horse in the most wrathful form and carrying a dai::i<;la (staff 
surmounted by a vajra) in her right hand and a kapala (skull bowl) filled with 
blood in her left. In the upper part of the illustration, from left to right, are 

seen rDo-rje-lJ_chan (Vajradhara), Nag-dbari blo-bzan rgya-mtsho (1617-1682), 
Tso:ri-kha-pa (1357-1419), bsKal-bzari rgya-mtsho (1708-1757) and Pai::i<;lita 
gSan-ba rdo-rje (Guhyavajra). Around the central figure of dMag-zor-ma are 
seen gNod-sbyin (Yak~a), Ma-mo, Mil:J_am-ci (Kinnara), kLu (Naga), Srin-po 
(Kravyada), g.Sin-rje (Yama), bDud (Mara) and Grul-bum (Ku~mai::i<;la). In the 
lower part, from left to right, are seen rDson-btsan, dByaris-can-ma (Sarasvati), 
two manifestations of Avalokitesvara, and Tha-1:J_og (one of the famous deities 
worshipped at the Se-ra Monastery). 

No. 37. 1) dMag-zor-ma 2) 23x 14 cm 3) Line drawing printed by wood
block in black ink on paper. 4) Printed at the bSod-nams. kun-sdud-glin 
Temple, Beyise-yin siime monastery, Abagha Banner, Inner Mongolia. 

This small illustration depicts the wrathful-looking female deity dMag
zor-ma (Parvati), known not only as a protectress of Buddhism, but also as 
the main guardian of the JJ_Phrul-snan gtsug-lag-khari Temple in Lhasa. She 
is riding on a supernatural flying horse and vanquishing all the evils. She 
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is seen holding a da1:u;la in her right hand and a kapala filled with blood in 
her left, symbolizing the most mystic power of Tantric divinity. She also 
possesses an extra eye representing her wisdom that can foresee everything. 
In the upper part dBya:ris-can-ma, the Goddess of Learning, is portrayed. At 
the bottom there is a supplication, which reads as follows: bdag sogs den nas 
tshe rabs thams cad du/ /gsa:ri bal)_i Iha mo khyod da:ri mi l)bral shin/ /bar 
chad bgegs kyi mtshan ma ci byu:Ii ya:ri/ /de kun Iha mo khyod kyis bzlog 
tu gsolj (We beg the Goddess (dMag-zor-ma) to eliminate all obstacles what
soever and to bless us that we may be with you the Guhyadevi all the time 
throughout the cycle of lives from this day onwards.) The figure of dMag
zor-ma corresponds to icon No. 248 in the sKu-brnan brgya-phrag gsum. 


